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Abstract
Proteolytic cleavage of thrombin generates C-terminal host defense peptides exerting multiple immunomodulatory effects in response to bacterial stimuli. Previously, we reported that thrombin-derived C-terminal peptides (TCPs) are internalized in monocytes and macrophages in a time- and temperature-dependent manner. In this study, we investigated which endocytosis pathways are responsible for the internalization of TCPs. Using confocal microscopy and flow cytometry, we show that both clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent pathways are involved in the internalization of TCPs. Using confocal microscopy and flow cytometry, we show that both clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent pathways are involved in the internalization of the prototypic TCP GKY25 in RAW264.7 and human monocyte-derived M1 macrophages, whereas the uptake of GKY25 in monocytic THP-1 cells is mainly dynamin-dependent. Internalized GKY25 was transported to endosomes and finally lysosomes, where it remained detectable for up to 10 h. Comparison of GKY25 uptake with that of the natural occurring TCPs HVF18 and FYT21 indicates that the pathway of TCP endocytosis is not only cell type-dependent but also depends on the length and composition of the peptide as well as the presence of LPS and bacteria. Finally, using neutron reflectometry, we show that the observed differences between HVF18 and the other 2 TCPs may be explained partially by differences in membrane insertion. Taken together, we show that TCPs are differentially internalized into monocytes and macrophages.

Introduction
The serine protease thrombin plays a central role in wound healing and tissue regeneration. Although most known for converting fibrinogen into fibrin [1], thrombin and its derived peptides fulfill various other functions, such as the recruitment of inflammatory cells and...
the activation of platelets and endothelial cells [2]. Previously, we showed that the proteolytic cleavage of thrombin by neutrophil elastase results in the formation of thrombin-derived C-terminal peptides (TCPs), such as the 11 kDa TCP96, that can bind to and form amorphous amyloid-like aggregates with both bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and Gram-negative bacteria [3, 4], and smaller TCPs of roughly 2 kDa, such as HVF18 (HVFRLLKKWIQKVIDQFGE) that damps inflammation [3, 5, 6]. Moreover, we found that both Pseudomonas aeruginosa [7] and Staphylococcus aureus [8] can mimic the formation of these smaller TCPs, leading among others to the release of the peptide FYT21 (FYTHVFRLK-KWIKVIDQFGE). The prototypic TCP GKY25 (GKYGFYTHVFRLKKWIQKVIDQFGE), like the naturally occurring HVF18 and FYT21, binds to LPS, although with a higher affinity [9, 10]. This LPS binding, initially determined by peptide charge and electrostatic interactions, prevents Toll-like receptor 4 dimerization, thereby inhibiting the activation of transcription factors NF-κB and AP-1, and the following release of pro-inflammatory cytokines [7, 11]. Additionally, we reported reduced activation of coagulation, fibrin deposition, and leakage in lungs, together resulting in reduced mortality [5, 6, 12]. While investigating the modes of action of TCPs, we observed that they are bound to and internalized in THP-1 monocytes and RAW264.7 macrophages in vitro, while in vivo studies of LPS-induced septic shock in mice showed a reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokine release, as well as in excessive activation of coagulation, fibrin deposition, and leakage in lungs, together resulting in reduced mortality [5, 6, 12]. While investigating the modes of action of TCPs, we observed that they are bound to and internalized in THP-1 monocytes and RAW264.7 macrophages in vitro, while in vivo studies of LPS-induced septic shock in mice showed a reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokine release, as well as in excessive activation of coagulation, fibrin deposition, and leakage in lungs, together resulting in reduced mortality [5, 6, 12].

It was recently reported that the host defense peptide (HDP) LL-37 is internalized into macrophages by both clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) and caveolin-mediated endocytosis pathways [13]. Moreover, it was shown for several cell-penetrating peptides that they also are internalized by both CME and caveolin-mediated endocytosis pathways [14, 15]. Based upon these investigations, the aim of this study was to investigate if TCPs may enter monocytes and macrophages via similar pathways.

Materials and Methods

Peptides

The thrombin-derived peptides GKY25 (GKYGFYTHVFRLKKWIQKVIDQFGE), FYT21 (FYTHVFRLKKWIQKVIDQFGE), and HVF18 (HVFRLLKKWIQKVIDQFGE) were synthesized by Biopeptide Co., Inc., San Diego, CA, USA. The purity (>95%) and molecular weight of these peptides were confirmed by MS analysis.

Reagents

DRAQ5 and NP-40 were purchased from Abcam, UK. Cholera toxin subunit B (recombinant, Alexa Fluor 488), LysoTracker Green DND 26, MitoTracker Green FM, ER-Tracker Blue-White DPX, CellLight late endosomes-GFP (BacMam 2.0), and pHrodo green E. coli BioParticles were obtained from Life Technologies, Denmark. Dansylcadaverine [16], chlorpromazine hydrochloride [17], and monensin sodium salt [18] inhibit CME, dynasore inhibits clathrin-coated vesicle formation [19], filipin III from Streptomyces filipinensis and nystatin inhibit caveolin-mediated endocytosis [20, 21], and cytochalasin B and latrunculin A inhibit actin polymerization [22, 23]. All inhibitors and Escherichia coli (0111:B4) LPS (∼500,000 endotoxin U/mg) were purchased from Merck, USA.

Cell Cultures

RAW 264.7 cells (American Type Culture Collection [ATCC]) were cultured in DMEM (HyClone; GE Healthcare Life Science, Chicago, IL, USA) and THP-1 cells (ATCC) in RPMI 1640-Glutamax-I (Gibco; Life Technologies Ltd, Inchinnan, UK); both media were supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FBS (FBSi; Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) and 1% (v/v) antibiotic-antimycotic solution (AA; Invitrogen), at 37°C in 5% CO₂.

Human CD14+ monocytes were isolated from blood of healthy donors and incubated in RPMI 1640 medium with 2 mM glutamax-I/1-glutamine (Gibco), 10% (v/v) FBSi, and 1% (v/v) AA. To obtain monocyte-derived pro-inflammatory macrophages (M1), primary monocytes were stimulated with 5 ng/ml GM-CSF (Sigma) for 7 days at 37°C in 5% CO₂ as described previously [24].

LDH Assay

RAW 264.7 cells (200 μL of 8 × 10⁵ cells/mL) and THP-1 cells (200 μL of 5 × 10⁵ cells/mL) were seeded in 96-well plates and incubated with the indicated endocytic inhibitors in the presence or absence of GKY25 (2 μM) for 2 h at 37°C in 5% CO₂, LDH release was measured using a lactic acid dehydrogenase-based Cytotoxicity Assay Kit (Merck) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

SDS PAGE and Western Blot

RAW264.7 cells (4 × 10⁵ cells/mL) in DMEM with 10% FBSi and 1% AA were seeded in 6-well plates and incubated with GKY25 (6 μM) for the indicated time points. In a separate set of experiments, RAW264.7 cells were treated with 6 μM GKY25 for 1 h, washed twice with DMEM, and incubation was continued for up to 72 h. Following incubation, cells were washed with PBS, lysed on ice with NP-40 buffer, and centrifuged at 14,000 g for 20 min at 4°C. Supernatant (10 μL) was diluted in reducing Tricine SDS Sample Buffer and denatured for 5 min at 95°C. Next, proteins and peptides were separated by electrophoresis on 10–20% Tris-Tricine gels using 1X Tris-Tricine SDS running buffer at 100 V for 100 min. Gels and buffer were derived from Life Technologies. Subsequently, samples were transferred to a PVDF membrane using a Trans Blot Turbo system (Bio-Rad, USA) at 25 V for 10 min. Membranes were blocked with 3% nonfat dry milk in PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST) at RT for 30 min, incubated with polyclonal rabbit antibodies against the thrombin C-terminal epitope.
Flow Cytometry Analysis
RAW 264.7 (4.5 × 10^5 cells/mL) were incubated in RPMI medium and THP-1 (5 × 10^5 cells/mL) were seeded in 12-well plates (1 mL) or 24-well plates (400 μL). After overnight incubation, cells were washed once with PBS and incubated with the indicated inhibitors for 30 min at 37°C, followed by the addition of 2 μM TAMRA-labeled GKY25 (T-GKY25), T-HVF18, or T-FYT21 (2 μM) diluted in the cell medium containing 5% FBSi for 1 h at 37°C. In a different setup, the indicated TAMRA-labeled peptides were pre-incubated for 1 h with E. coli LPS (10 ng/mL) before being added to the cells for 1 h at 37°C. Next, cells were washed twice and suspended in the DMEM or RPMI medium supplemented with 5% FBSi. Samples were measured using a FACSVerse system (BD, USA) and analyzed with FlowJo software (version 10).

Internalization of GKY25 in RAW264.7 Cells
RAW 264.7 cells or M1 macrophages were seeded in 8-well chamber slides (200 μL of 5 × 10^5 cells/mL) and incubated overnight at 37°C in 5% CO_2 to allow adherence. The following day, cells were incubated for 30 min with the indicated inhibitors followed by 1 h incubation with T-GKY25 (2 μM), T-FYT21 (2 μM), or T-HVF18 (2 μM) pre-incubated for 1 h with E. coli LPS (10 ng/mL) or with E. coli BioParticles (10 μg/mL). In a different setting, unbound endocytic inhibitors were washed away just before the addition of T-GKY25. For nucleus staining, DRAQ5 (4 μM) was added 15 min before the end of the GKY25 incubation. After incubation, cells were washed with the cell culture medium and PBS at 37°C. Finally, the medium containing 5% FBSi was added, and the samples were placed in an environmental chamber (37°C and 5% CO_2) followed by live cell imaging with a Nikon A1+ confocal on a TIE inverted microscope (Nikon, Japan) with GaAsO detectors. Images were collected using a 20 x and 60 x 1.4 plan Apo lens, λex = 488 nm was selected for green-labeled E. coli BioParticles, λex = 561 nm for T-GKY25, and λem = 640 nm for DRAQ5. Images were captured and processed using the NIS-Elements software (Nikon) and the ImageJ software (version 1.49g).

Aggregation of GKY25
T-GKY25 (2 μM) and inhibitors, in DMEM, were incubated in 8-well chamber slides for 1 h at 37°C in 5% CO_2. Samples were investigated directly at room temperature using a Nikon A1+ confocal on a TiE inverted microscope (Nikon, Japan) with GaAsO detectors. The surface of the silicon was characterized in 2 contrasts (H_2O and D_2O) by in situ contrast exchange at 2 mL/min. The silicon blocks were cleaned with UV ozone cleaning for a further 10 min. The cleaned block was immediately installed in custom-made solid/liquid neutron reflectivity cell. The surface of the silicon was characterized in 2 contrasts (H_2O and D_2O) by in situ contrast exchange at 2 mL/min. Supported lipid bilayers were formed by rehydration of a 90:10 mol% lipid film consisting of tail deuterated 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (dDMPC; Avanti polar lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA) and 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (dDMP5S). The lipid films were hydrated for 1 h at 40°C and tip sonicated (50 W, 30 kHz at 80% amplitude and 0.8 cycles/s, UP50H, Hielsher, Teltow, Germany) to form small unilamellar vesicles for 15 min in 5 min intervals, with cooling, to ensure the mixture was not overheated. Immediately prior to injection into the reflectivity cells, 2 mL of the vesicle mixture (0.2 mg/mL) was diluted with 2 mL of 4 mM CaCl_2 to form a 0.1 mg/mL lipid in 2 mM CaCl_2 solution. The mixture was injected at 2 mL/min and allowed to equilibrate for 20 min before being rinsed in water and 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4; 2 mL/min, 20 mL). The supported lipid bilayer was characterized in 3 Tris buffer contrasts prepared with D_2O, H_2O, and 38:62 v/v% mixture that has the same scattering length density (SLD) as silicon (contrast-matched silicon). After characterization, 10 mL of each peptide (10 μM in 10 mM Tris buffer) was injected at 2 mL/min and allowed to equilibrate for 30 min before being rinsed away, and the remaining bilayer was again characterized in 3 contrasts.

The data were modeled using RasCAL software (version 2014 Beta), and all bilayer datasets were fitted simultaneously [27]. Errors were calculated from the bootstrap error estimation in the software and used to calculate an overall value for the calculated values. SLDs for the peptides were calculated from the Biomolecular SLD Calculator and found to be 2.98 and 3.07 × 10^{-6} Å^{-2} for HF18 and GKY25, respectively [28]. The SLD of the peptides will shift depending on the H/D content of the subphase due to ex-
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changeable protons. For the peptide content calculations, the value was calculated based on a subphase containing 100% D$_2$O. 100% D$_2$O has previously been shown to be the most sensitive to hydrogenous material insertion to deuterated bilayers, whereas 100% H$_2$O contrast shows mainly the amount of lipid removed [29].

Statistical Analysis

Values are shown as means ± SEM of “n” independent experiments. Evaluation of the differences between control and test samples was done in GraphPad Prism version 7.0 using a one-way ANOVA with a Dunnett’s or Tukey’s multiple comparison test (when comparing more than 2 groups) or a paired t test (when comparing 2 groups). A p value of <0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Clathrin-Dependent and -Independent Endocytosis Pathways Are Involved in GKY25 Internalization by RAW264.7 Cells

Previously, we observed the presence of GKY25 in endosomes of RAW264.7 macrophages [11], which suggests that the internalization of this peptide is endocytosis-dependent. To clarify this uptake mechanism, RAW264.7 macrophages were treated with specific inhibitors for clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent endocytic pathways, and the internalization of TAMRA-labeled GKY25 (T-GKY25) was analyzed using confocal microscopy and flow cytometry. Figure 1a illustrates the internalization of T-GKY25 in RAW264.7 cells pre-incubated with inhibitors for CME (chlorpromazine, chloroquine, monensin dansylcadaverine, and dynasore), caveolin-dependent endocytosis (filipin III and nystatin), and actin polymerization (cytochalasin B and latrunculin A). The uptake of T-GKY25 was significantly reduced with all 5 CME inhibitors and both actin polymerization inhibitors (shown in Fig. 1b). Additionally, T-GKY25 internalization was also inhibited by the caveolin-dependent inhibitor filipin III, although nystatin did not have a significant effect. To exclude that reduced internalization was caused by extracellular interactions, T-GKY25 and inhibitors were incubated for 1 h in the absence of cells followed by microscopic examination. The results show that T-GKY25 is forming aggregates in the presence of monensin, as well as smaller aggregates in the presence of filipin III, nystatin, and cytochalasin B (shown in online suppl. Fig. S1a; see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000520831 for all online suppl. material). To avoid altered uptake due to aggregate formation, cells were incubated for 30 min with the inhibitors, washed, and incubated afterward with T-GKY25. As shown in Figure 1c, besides chlorpromazine, T-GKY25 uptake remained significantly inhibited by the different inhibitors, although differences in the percentage of internalization can be observed.

Next, using the methods of Figure 1b, we investigated whether we would observe similar effects by flow cytometry. Surprisingly, the CME inhibitor dansylcadaverine did not show any effect and neither did the caveolin-dependent endocytosis inhibitor filipin III (shown in Fig. 1d). The reason for the discrepancies between flow cytometry and confocal microscopy could be that the flow cytometer cannot distinguish between internalized TCPs and extracellular TCP bound to the cell membrane, whereas in confocal microscopy, extracellular TCPs can be excluded (illustrated in online suppl. Fig. S1b). Of note, the used concentrations of the endocytic inhibitors did not influence the viability of the cells (shown in online suppl. Fig. S1c). Together, the above results indicate that GKY25 is internalized in RAW264.7 cells via both clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent pathways.

GKY25 Is Transported to Lysosomes

As GKY25 is taken up by macrophages, we next investigated the peptide’s intracellular localization. Using the nuclear stain DRAQ5, we did not observe colocalization...
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of T-GKY25 with the cell nuclei, indicating that the peptide remained in the cytoplasm (shown in Fig. 2a). The nonhomogenous intracellular distribution of T-GKY25 suggested localization of the peptide in one or more cellular compartments. Indeed, we found a strong positive colocalization of T-GKY25 with late endosomes and lysosomes (shown in Fig. 2b), whereas only a weak correlation was observed with the mitochondria, endoplasmatic reticulum, and lipid rafts (shown in Fig. 2b, c), indicating that the peptide does not co-localize with these cellular compartments. Taken together, after internalization, T-GKY25 is delivered via endosomes to lysosomes.

The Intracellular Stability of GKY25 Is Time-Dependent

As lysosomes are known for degrading a large variety of biological substances, we next investigated the stability of GKY25 after internalization in RAW264.7 cells. For this purpose, cells were incubated for up to 72 h with 6 μM GKY25, washed, and lysed, and cell lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by Western blotting. The results showed that GKY25 was detectable for the duration of the experiment, although the signal intensity decreased after 10 h (shown in Fig. 3a). However, as the continuous presence of extracellular peptide could interfere with the results, we next used a different experimental setup, where RAW264.7 cells were incubated for 1 h with GKY25, then washed to remove unbound peptide, and further incubated for up to 72 h in total. As shown in Figure 3b, internalized GKY25 was detectable for up to 10 h although the intensity of the peptide band decreased already after 2 h.

Clathrin-Dependent and -Independent Pathways Are Involved in GKY25 Uptake during Stimulation with LPS and Bacteria

As we previously showed that GKY25 binds to both LPS and bacteria [11, 12], we next investigated whether this binding would affect GKY25 internalization. For this purpose, RAW264.7 cells were treated with the indicated inhibitors for 30 min followed by the incubation with T-GKY25 pre-incubated with E. coli BioParticles or E. coli LPS for 1 h (shown in Fig. 4). Confocal microscopy analysis showed that the presence of E. coli BioParticles or LPS did not substantially affect T-GKY25 internalization via CME/dynamin-dependent endocytosis and actin polymerization, as the inhibitors dynasore and caveolarasin B significantly decreased the peptide uptake similarly to T-GKY25 alone. By contrast, filipin III was less effective in inhibiting peptide internalization in the presence of E. coli BioParticles than peptide alone, whereas the presence of LPS abrogated its inhibitory effects. This indicates that caveolin-dependent pathways may only play a minor role in the internalization of GKY25 during infection, when LPS and bacteria are present.

Differential Uptake of TCPs in RAW264.7 Cells and THP-1 Cells

As the TCPs FYT21 and HVF18 exert similar immunomodulatory effects as GKY25 on monocytes and macrophages, we investigated whether these peptides were also similarly internalized via clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent pathways by RAW264.7 macrophages and THP-1 cells. Using flow cytometry, we found that the uptake of T-GKY25, T-FYT21, and T-HVF18 in RAW264.7 macrophages was significantly decreased by the dynamin inhibitor dynasore (shown in Fig. 5a), although the degree of inhibition was less for T-HVF18. Furthermore, cytochalasin B significantly suppressed T-FYT21 and T-GKY25, but not T-HVF18, whereas the caveolin-dependent endocytosis inhibitor filipin III did not affect the internalization of any of the TCPs in RAW264.7 cells using this method (shown in Fig. 1d, 5a). The presence of LPS did not alter T-HVF18 uptake in RAW264.7 cells, whereas for T-GKY25 and T-FYT21, inhibition by cytochalasin B was no longer significant, while inhibition by filipin III became significant (shown in Fig. 5b). Surprisingly, these results for T-GKY25 + LPS are opposite to those obtained with confocal microscopy (shown in Fig. 4), showing again a discrepancy between the 2 methods. Of note, the measured median fluorescence intensity values of the samples are shown in online supplementary Table S1. As seen for GKY25 (shown in Fig. 2), after internalization, both HVF18 and FYT21 show a strong positive co-localization with lysosomes (shown in online suppl. Fig. S2a) and only a weak colocalization with mitochondria (shown in online suppl. Fig. S2b), indicating that all 3 peptides end up in the lysosomes.

Fig. 2. T-GKY25 is transported to lysosomes. RAW264.7 cells were incubated with 2 μM T-GKY25 (red) for 1 h at 37°C in 5% CO2. Localization of T-GKY25 was investigated using the nuclear stain DRAQ5 (blue) (a), organelle trackers staining late endosomes, lysosomes, the mitochondria (all green), and endoplasmatic reticulum (blue) (b), or the lipid raft staining cholera toxin subunit B (green) (c). Cells were stained for 30 min, washed twice with DMEM, and images were taken using confocal microscopy. $R^2$ = Pearson coefficient for colocalization. One representative image out of 3 independent experiments is shown (scale bars, 10 μm (merged images), 5 μm (enlarged merged images)).
Next, we studied the uptake of TCPs using the human monocytic cell line THP-1. The internalization of T-GKY25 and T-FYT21 was significantly decreased only with dynasore, both in the absence and presence of LPS (shown in Fig. 5c, d). The internalization of T-HVF18 was not decreased by any of the inhibitors in the absence of LPS (shown in Fig. 5c), whereas in the presence of LPS, it was significantly promoted in the presence of the inhibitor dyna-sore. Finally, cytochalasin B and filipin III did not significantly influence the uptake of the peptides by THP-1 cells in any condition. Notably, the used concentrations of the endocytic inhibitors did not influence the viability of the cells (shown in online suppl. Fig. S1c, d).

![Image: Stability of internalized GKY25 in RAW264.7 cells.](image)

**Fig. 3.** Stability of internalized GKY25 in RAW264.7 cells. RAW264.7 cells were incubated with 6 μM GKY25 for up to 72 h (a) or for 1 h (b) followed by 2 washes with PBS and further incubation up to 72 h. After incubation, cells were washed and lysed, and GKY25 was detected in the lysate using Western blot analysis. GKY25 and HVF18 (1 nmol) were included as controls. One representative experiment out of 3 independent experiments is shown.

![Image: Clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent pathways are involved in T-GKY25 internalization during stimulation with bacteria and LPS.](image)

**Fig. 4.** Clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent pathways are involved in T-GKY25 internalization during stimulation with bacteria and LPS. RAW264.7 cells were incubated with dynasore (30 μM), filipin III (10 μM), and cytochalasin B (10 μM) for 30 min at 37°C. Subsequently, T-GKY25, pre-incubated with E. coli LPS or E. coli BioParticles for 1 h in 37°C, was added to the RAW264.7 cells, and the uptake was measured using confocal microscopy. Results are means ± SEM of n = 3 experiments. Values are significantly (*p < 0.05 and ***p < 0.0005) different from the controls as analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. LPS, lipopolysaccharides.

![Image: TCPs are internalized differentially into RAW264.7 and THP-1 cells.](image)

**Fig. 5.** TCPs are internalized differentially into RAW264.7 and THP-1 cells. RAW264.7 cells (a, b) or THP-1 cells (c, d) were treated with dynasore (30 μM), filipin III (10 μM), or cytochalasin B (10 μM) for 30 min at 37°C, followed by a 1 h incubation with 2 μM of the indicated TCPs (a, c) or with the indicated TCPs pre-incubated with E.coli LPS (10 ng/mL) for 1 h at 37°C (b, d). Results are means ± SEM of n = 3–5 (a), n = 3–6 (b), n = 4–7 (c), and n = 4–5 (d) experiments. Values are significantly (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, and ***p < 0.0005) different from the controls as analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. LPS, lipopolysaccharides; TCPs, thrombin-derived C-terminal peptides.

*(For figure see next page)*
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As we observed differences in TCP uptake between murine RAW264.7 macrophages and human THP-1 monocytes, we next investigated whether this was due to cell type, species origin, or some third reason. For this purpose, we isolated CD14+ monocytes and differentiated them into pro-inflammatory macrophages. To make it physiologically relevant from an infection perspective, we added LPS.

The results showed that similar to THP-1 cells, only dynasore significantly inhibited the internalization of FYT21 (shown in Fig. 6). Surprisingly, all inhibitors decreased the uptake of both HVF18 and GKY25, which we did not see with RAW264.7 or THP-1 cells. Taken together, these results show that the pathways responsible for the internalization of TCPs are dependent on the type of peptide and the specific type of cell studied, whereas species origin of the cells or general cell type (monocytes vs. macrophages) do not seem to be determining factors.

Differential Pore Formation and Peptide Insertion in Lipid Bilayers

Previously, we found peptide binding to a large variety of cells from human and murine origin as well as prokaryotes [7, 11, 12], which suggests that direct interactions of the peptides with the lipid bilayer of the membranes are mainly responsible for cell binding. As FYT21 and GKY25 exert similar immunomodulatory and cytotoxic effects on monocytes and macrophages, which are more potent than the effects of HVF18, we compared membrane interactions of these 2 latter TCPs using neutron reflection on supported human cell membrane-mimicking lipid bilayers.

Neutron reflectivity data were modeled by simultaneously fitting the bare silicon surface and the supported lipid bilayer to constrain as many fitting parameters as possible. The supported lipid bilayer was modeled as a four-slab layer consisting of trapped water, hydrophilic head groups, hydrophobic tail region, and hydrophilic head groups. The model was further constrained by fixing the bilayer to be symmetrical (i.e., head group regions were modeled using the same values), and the area per molecule was fixed within error between the head and the tail region. For both samples, good fits were obtained for the supported lipid bilayer before the introduction of the peptide. There was no detectable water in the hydrophobic tail region, suggesting that the lipid bilayer was complete and defect-free. The calculated area per molecule for the lipid bilayer was found to be 59 ± 1 Å², which is in good agreement with the literature [30].

Upon incubation with the peptides for 30 min, the reflectivity of the bilayer in Tris/H₂O buffer decreased more for GKY25 than for HVF18 (shown in Fig. 7a, left panel), indicating more deuterated lipid removal from the bilayer by the former peptide. Furthermore, in Tris/D₂O buffer (shown in Fig. 7a, right panel), a minimum in the reflectivity is seen for GKY25 at ~0.075 Å⁻¹, indicating...
Fig. 7. TCP interactions with lipid bilayers. Supported lipid bilayers with a 90:10 mol% dDMPC:dDMPS composition were generated and incubated with 10 μM HVF18 or 10 μM GKY25. a Measured (markers) and modeled (lines) neutron reflectivity data of supported lipid bilayers before (gray circles) and after incubation with either HVF18 (blue triangles) or GKY25 (red squares). Left shows data obtained in hydrogenous buffer, and right shows deuterated buffer. b SLD profiles of GKY25 and HVF18. Supported lipid bilayers with a 90:10 mol% dDMPC:dDMPS composition were generated and incubated with 10 μM HVF18 or 10 μM GKY25. SLD profiles were calculated from data fits of the bilayer before (dashed lines) and after (solid lines) incubation with either HVF18 (left) or GKY25 (right). c Modeled bilayer thickness, before (gray) and after incubation with HVF18 (blue) or GKY25 (red). d Modeled volume fractions of the hydrophobic tail region of the supported lipid bilayer after incubation with HVF18 or GKY25. Removal of lipid in the tail region was mirrored in head group removal in all cases. SLD, scattering length density; TCP, thrombin-derived C-terminal peptide.
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TCPs are released in wounds by proteolytic cleavage of thrombin and exert multiple biological functions in response to bacteria and pathogen-associated molecular patterns such as LPS, involving the modulation of pro-inflammatory responses [5, 6, 11, 12]. As demonstrated in a previous work, the TCPs FYT21, GKY25, and HVF18 are bound to and internalized by THP-1 monocytes and RAW264.7 macrophages [7, 11, 12]. However, TCP binding is not limited to these cells, as we showed binding of native TCPs to neutrophils in fibrin slough, as well as binding of FYT21 to neutrophils, lymphocytes, and platelets in both human and murine blood [6, 7], suggesting that TCPs bind to a common cell membrane structure. Moreover, the finding that TCP binding is temperature-dependent indicates that membrane fluidity is important for cell binding and suggests a role for endocytosis pathways. In the present study, we set out to further elucidate the uptake mechanisms of TCPs in monocytes and macrophages. Using a range of inhibitors of CME, caveolin-dependent endocytosis, and actin polymerization, we conclude that TCPs are differentially internalized depending on the length and composition of the peptides, bacterial presence, as well as the cell type studied.

Discussion

TCPs are released in wounds by proteolytic cleavage of thrombin and exert multiple biological functions in response to bacteria and pathogen-associated molecular patterns such as LPS, involving the modulation of pro-inflammatory responses [5, 6, 11, 12]. As demonstrated in a previous work, the TCPs FYT21, GKY25, and HVF18 are bound to and internalized by THP-1 monocytes and RAW264.7 macrophages [7, 11, 12]. However, TCP binding is not limited to these cells, as we showed binding of native TCPs to neutrophils in fibrin slough, as well as binding of FYT21 to neutrophils, lymphocytes, and platelets in both human and murine blood [6, 7], suggesting that TCPs bind to a common cell membrane structure. Moreover, the finding that TCP binding is temperature-dependent indicates that membrane fluidity is important for cell binding and suggests a role for endocytosis pathways. In the present study, we set out to further elucidate the uptake mechanisms of TCPs in monocytes and macrophages. Using a range of inhibitors of CME, caveolin-dependent endocytosis, and actin polymerization, we conclude that TCPs are differentially internalized depending on the length and composition of the peptides, bacterial presence, as well as the cell type studied.

TCPs are released in wounds by proteolytic cleavage of thrombin and exert multiple biological functions in response to bacteria and pathogen-associated molecular patterns such as LPS, involving the modulation of pro-inflammatory responses [5, 6, 11, 12]. As demonstrated in a previous work, the TCPs FYT21, GKY25, and HVF18 are bound to and internalized by THP-1 monocytes and RAW264.7 macrophages [7, 11, 12]. However, TCP binding is not limited to these cells, as we showed binding of native TCPs to neutrophils in fibrin slough, as well as binding of FYT21 to neutrophils, lymphocytes, and platelets in both human and murine blood [6, 7], suggesting that TCPs bind to a common cell membrane structure. Moreover, the finding that TCP binding is temperature-dependent indicates that membrane fluidity is important for cell binding and suggests a role for endocytosis pathways. In the present study, we set out to further elucidate the uptake mechanisms of TCPs in monocytes and macrophages. Using a range of inhibitors of CME, caveolin-dependent endocytosis, and actin polymerization, we conclude that TCPs are differentially internalized depending on the length and composition of the peptides, bacterial presence, as well as the cell type studied.

In our initial experiments, GKY25 uptake was investigated, and we found that all 3 processes are involved in the internalization of GKY25 into unstimulated RAW264.7 cells. As GKY25 binds to both LPS and bacteria, we investigated whether this binding would change the above results, and found that caveolin-dependent endocytosis pathways may only play a minor role in peptide uptake during bacterial infections. In agreement, colocalization experiments showed that GKY25 was only weakly correlating with lipid rafts, and as caveolae are a subset of lipid rafts [33], these results further indicate that CME, and not caveolin-dependent uptake, is responsible for the internalization of GKY25 in RAW264.7 cells during infection. Previous electron microscopy results showed the uptake of GKY25 together with Toll-like receptor 4 and LPS in endosomes of RAW264.7 macrophages [11]. However, as dynamin- and clathrin-dependent pathways mediate the endocytosis of LPS receptor complexes into endosomes and subsequently lysosomes [34], it was unclear whether the peptides were just hitchhiking. We now show that all 3 peptides are transported to the lysosomes, via the late endosomes, also in the absence of other cell stimuli that would trigger receptor-mediated internalization. Notably, it has been reported that HDP LL-37 is also primarily endocytosed by clathrin-dependent pathways in macrophages, and is then translocated to endosomes and lysosomes, but also the Golgi apparatus [13], which we did not observe for the TCPs.

Although TCPs inhibit the activation of RAW264.7 macrophages by LPS similar to that of THP-1 monocytes [6, 11, 12], we found that the pathways of peptide internalization are cell- and peptide-dependent. Although we do not know the reason for this, we can exclude that it is due to differences in species origin (mouse vs. human) or cell differentiation (monocytes vs. macrophages). Surprisingly, in THP-1 cells, HVF18 showed increased peptide signals in the presence of the dynamin inhibitor. As increased peptide internalization is unlikely, these results are probably caused by peptide accumulation on the membrane of these cells. In this respect, it should be noted that the results are to some extent dependent on the method of analysis. Flow cytometry cannot distinguish between internalized TCPs and extracellular TCPs bound to the cell membrane, whereas in confocal microscopy, extracellular peptides can be excluded. In agreement, differences in results were observed for the uptake in RAW264.7 macrophages depending on the method of analysis used. However, as THP-1 cells are nonadherent cells, confocal microscopy did not give proper results,
and therefore, we used flow cytometry when comparing THP-1 with RAW264.7. Clearly, one should be cautious making hard conclusions with the results obtained with the latter method. Also, it should be kept in mind that the used inhibitors are not equally potent or specific. As an example, the dynamin inhibitor dynasore is often used for studying the inhibition of CME. However, dynamin is also involved in the internalization of caveolae [35] and phagosomes [36]. Moreover, dynasore has been shown to exert dynamin-independent effects, including disruption of lipid rafts, inhibition of membrane ruffling, and destabilization of F-actin [37]. Nevertheless, as we used a range of inhibitors, we can conclude that dynamin-mediated endocytosis and CME play an important role in TCP internalization.

From a structural perspective, it is interesting that the uptake of endogenously formed HVF18 in RAW264.7 was only significantly reduced in the presence of the CME inhibitor dynasore, whereas uptake of the 3 amino acids longer, but similarly charged FYT21, released from thrombin by bacteria is comparable to the even longer prototypic GKY25, which also has a higher positive charge. Furthermore, dynamin inhibition was approximately 50% for HFV18, whereas it was over 80% for the other 2 peptides. The internalization of GKY25 and FYT21 in THP-1 cells was also similarly affected by the inhibitors, whereas clear differences were observed in monocyte-derived M1 macrophages. These results suggest that the internalization of TCPs may depend on multiple factors involving peptide length and composition of the peptides, but not charge. Indeed, there is a prominent difference regarding the contribution of the aromatic amino acids tyrosine and phenylalanine to hydrophobicity in GKY25 and FYT21 as compared to HFV18. These sequence-specific factors clearly need to be determined further in future experiments, utilizing specific peptide variants. We previously showed that a scrambled version of GKY25, namely WFF25 (WFFYYLIIGGGV-VTHQQRKKK), did not show any immunomodulatory effects and was not taken up by RAW cells [11], indeed indicating that peptide primary sequence and secondary structure are essential.

As TCPs are shown to bind a large variety of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells [7, 11, 12], which suggests nonreceptor-mediated, direct interactions of the peptides with lipid bilayers, we investigated peptide-membrane interactions using neutron reflectometry. We found that the presence of GKY25 resulted in more than twice the reduction in lipid content, as compared to HFV18, and as a consequence, bilayer thickness was also reduced more for the former peptide. These results suggest that larger TCPs lead to more membrane destabilization, which is in agreement with our previous reported data, showing that GKY25 and FYT21 induce hemolysis in 0.5% whole blood from 15 μM, whereas HVF18 did not induce lysis up to 80 μM [5, 7, 11, 12, 38]. Interestingly, the reduction in lipids was not the result of differences in pore formation, as this was similar for both peptides. Instead, the presence of GKY25, but not HFV18, resulted in significant peptide incorporation into the membrane. Although this model is simplistic, as interactions with other membrane components than the lipid bilayer are excluded, the results are in agreement with our flow cytometry data for cells without LPS, as we observed much lower median fluorescence intensities with HVF18 than with GKY25 or FYT21, indicating that less peptide was bound to and/or internalized into the cells. Together, these observations indicate that HVF18 has lower membrane-penetrating properties than GKY25 and FYT21, which may influence internalization pathways. Notably, HVF18 is also a far less potent inhibitor of inflammatory responses than the other 2 peptides [7, 11, 12], although that is mostly due to direct interactions with the stimuli, independent of membrane binding.

From a biological perspective, monocytes and macrophages are phagocytic cells that play an important role in clearing of infections at the site of injury by the engulfment of invading pathogens and the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines [39]. The presence of HDPs like TCPs, released by endogenous and exogenous enzymes at the site of injury, prevents excessive pro-inflammation by binding to PAMPs and bacteria, which are subsequently internalized into phagocytes. For LL-37, it has been reported that colocalization of peptides with bacteria in macrophages leads to increased intracellular killing [13]. As we show that TCPs are detectable in macrophages for at least 10 h, internalized TCPs may enhance bacterial killing in macrophages as well. Indeed, TCPs may switch their mode of action from mainly anti-inflammatory at neutral pH to antibacterial at acidic pH [40] due to differences in peptide oligomerization [41]. However, as pre-incubation of E. coli BioParticles with TCPs does not alter phagocytosis by human and murine macrophages, and neither does pre-incubation of macrophages with the peptides prior to adding bacteria [12], potential changes in intracellular killing due to the presence of peptides may not reflect the major physiological role of TCPs. Instead, TCP binding to LPS, bacteria, or E. coli BioParticles leads to the inhibition of pro-inflammatory responses to these agonists [12]. Taken together,
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the results presented here therefore provide further molecular clues to the actions of TCPs in vivo. Indeed, a complex picture is emerging where the different endocytosis pathways involved in the internalization of TCPs are dependent on the length and composition of the peptide, the specific type of cell, as well as the presence of bacterial stimuli. Interestingly, no association was found with species origin (mouse vs. human) and cell differentiation (monocytes vs. macrophages). Similar observations have been made for other peptides, such as cell-penetrating peptides [42]. Although we cannot exclude additional uptake mechanisms, such as specific receptor interactions, our results indicate that dynamin-dependent endocytosis is a major mechanism for the internalization of TCPs into mammalian cells.

From a clinical perspective, the modulatory properties of HDPs like TCPs could have therapeutic potential. Pathogen-associated molecular patterns such as LPS induce excessive inflammation as seen in bacterial sepsis, causing release of cytokines, acute phase proteins and reactive oxygen species, and over-activation of the coagulation and complement systems [43–45]. Whereas antibiotics do not address this systemic inflammation, TCPs have been shown to not only kill bacteria but also reduce cytokines and normalize coagulation activation in experimental models of endotoxin shock and bacterial sepsis [5, 6]. Furthermore, in porcine wound infection models, a TCP-25-containing hydrogel was shown to have a dual function, reducing both bacterial levels and local inflammation, thereby hastening healing [46]. As TCPs, like other HDPs, have attracted significant attention as alternatives to conventional antibiotics, owing to their ability to kill a broad spectrum of microbes and to modulate a variety of host inflammatory responses, understanding of both the extracellular modes of actions of these peptides, and the uptake mechanisms and intracellular fate, will give important clues to support the rational selection and development of these HDPs into next-generation therapeutics.
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